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Some Notes on the Buddha As a Law Giver
VESNA WALLACE t

The original Buddhist texts in Pali and Sanskrit
provide an excellent resource for beginning to construct an
envisioned image of the Buddha's approach to law and legal
processes. This paper is a brief comment on a few of the
important
texts
with
respect
to
the
Buddha's
pronouncements on law, particularly secular law, that
might be useful for lawyers.
The Vinaya, one of the three divisions of the Buddhist
canon, does not directly correspond to our contemporary
concept of a legal code, since it was not composed in the
form of a code. Nevertheless, it contains certain features
and characteristics of substantive and procedural laws. The
Theravadin version of the Vinaya also contains the reports
of Buddha's adjudication regarding what is right and what
is wrong in a given situation and what is conducive or nonconducive to the welfare of the monastic community
(sangha)and its relation to the laity. In most cases, when
certain facts are brought to the Buddha's attention, he lays
down a rule ex post facto. Each of his injunctions,
prohibitions, or permissions is placed into a particular
contextual situation and is illustrated by a story that
describes the situation. Thus, the rules seem to come into
existence out of the practical experience of the monastic
community and its relationship with the rest of society.'
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1. In the Bhadddli Sutta (Majjhima Nikdya, Bhikkhu Vagga), the Buddha
explains his principle for laying down the rules for sangha only in the
circumstances that require an expansion of rules: When people are morally
deteriorating and when the true Dharma is disappearing, then there are more
training rules. The Teacher does not lay down the training rules for disciples
until a case arises that requires the promulgation of an appropriate training
rule; but when the things that are the basis for taints become manifest in the
sangha, then the Teacher lays down the training rule for disciples in order to
ward off those taints. See also the entry "Law" in 6 ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
BUDDHISM, fascicle 2 (Gov't Sri Lanka 1999).
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With the development of the Vinaya, the monastic
community became an independent, self-governing body. It
gave to the monastic community legitimacy in relation to
the state and it guaranteed its right to existence and its
own way of life. In the ancient India, the king's duty was to
protect religious organizations from disruption and to
prevent infringement of their internal rules, without regard
for his personal religious preferences. In this sense, the
Vinaya can be seen as a body of conventional laws (samaya)
of the Buddhist monastic community at large. But it is also
the body of laws regulating monastic life, whose purpose
was to facilitate the unity (samaggatta)of the sangha with
the members functioning as a corporate organ (sanghakamma).
The sangha-kamma was characterized by (1) a system
of joint deliberation; (2) equality of all its members in the
decision making on matters of common interest; and (3)
rule of majority. Its functioning in a valid manner, i.e., in a
full assembly, was seen as a safeguard against the
deterioration of the sangha.Any decision that was made by
way of a sangha-kamma became res judicata, and an
attempt to raise the matter all over again was seen as an
offense under the Patimokkha code.
After the death of the Buddha, there was no locus of
authority to serve as a source of law in the sangha. The
elders could instruct and advise, but only the sangha as a
corporate body could by agreement make a law. Only the
sangha as a corporate body could by agreement make a law.
The process of converting the existing regulations into laws
binding on the sangha was inspired by a legal fiction, using
the Vinaya as a guide. The Vinaya is filled with lists of the
different kinds of sanga-kammas, the two types of sdsana,
the four deeds that are not to be done (cattariakaraniyani),
rules for settling disputes, the four types of litigation
(adhikarana), the three methods of "rising up" from an
offense already committed (apatti-vutthana),the five forms
of punishment (kamma), the additional two types of
penalty, as well as many other institutional rules and
regulations useful as legal guidelines.
The Mfilasarvastivddin Vinaya is another rich source
for the study of the monastic law of the Mainstream
Buddhism in India, which still waits to be extensively
studied.
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Moreover, there are sources that provide guidelines for
the laity. For example, the Sigalovcida Sutta presents the
duties of laypeople to abstain from killing, stealing, lying,
and sexual misconduct, and not to act under the influence
of bias, ill will, fear, and delusion. It prohibits indulgence in
liquor and gambling, and staying out late at night. It
enumerates the duties (karaniya) pertaining to the
relationships between children and parents, teachers and
pupils, husbands and wives, employer and employees.
Likewise, the Sanskrit text, Dagacakra-ksrtigarbhandma-mahdyCyanasattradeals with punitive measures and
begins by reminding us that punishments in a secular legal
system should be imposed out of compassion and not out of
anger or out of a desire for revenge. To be proper, the
punishment should only be imposed on the real offender. To
be timely, it must be done at a time and in a situation in
which the judge is capable of sentencing the offender and
the offender is able to receive it. To be purposeful, it must
be a punishment that rehabilitates the offender and helps
him to improve his actions. As to the nature of the
punishment, it should be gentle and not harsh; it is best if
the criminal is given a warning, and execution and
impalement are strictly prohibited. Finally, the text states
that the punishment should be amiable and compassionate.
The criminal should be treated in the same way as a child
being punished by a parent.
In addition, several other texts describe the distribution
of wealth, property, war, inspiring architecture, taxes, and
the requirements of the market, to name just some of the
topics. In short, the original Pdli and Sanskrit texts provide
a wealth of information waiting to be mined by lawyers on
the original Indian Buddhist views about law and the
Buddha as a law giver.

